Dear All Students and Staff

The Sendai Tozai Subway Line will open on December 6th. Below we will describe specifically how the Tohoku University transportation environment will change after the new subway opens. Please review this information to avoid confusion.

● Sendai Tozai Subway Line to Open (Dec.6, 2015)
  • Two stations will open near Kawauchi campus (International Center Station and Kawauchi Station).
  • One will open near Aobayama campus (Aobayama Station).

● Changes to Sendai City Bus Routes (Dec.6, 2015)
  • Buses from Sendai Station to Aobayama via Kawauchi (bound for the Miyagi University of Education, DobutsuKoen, etc.) will be discontinued.
  • A new bus route will be established from Sanjo to Kawauchi Station.
  • A new bus route with a stop at the School of Engineering will be established between Yagiyama Dobutsu Koen Station and Aobadai Danchi (West of Miyakyo dai).

● New Aobayama Shuttle Bus (Dec.7, 2015)
  • There will be a new Aobayama Shuttle Bus (free), departing from Aobayama Station and stopping at points around Aobayama Campus.

● Restructuring of Campus Buses (Dec.7, 2015)
  • As there will be a new city bus route between Sanjo and Kawauchi Station, the Sanjo and Aobayama campus buses will be discontinued.
  • To ease the transition, a charter bus to and from the Sanjo area will be operated during class hours this academic year, until February 5, 2016.
  • Other campus buses providing transportation between the campuses (Kawauchi-Aobayama and Katahira, Kawauchi-Aobayama and Seiryo-Amamiya) will continue to operate.
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